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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of handwritten
and printed text separation in Arabic document images. The
objective is to extract handwritten text from other parts of
the document. This allows the application, in a second time,
of a specialized processing on the extracted handwritten part
or even on the printed one. Documents are first preprocessed in
order to remove eventual noise and correct document orientation.
Then, the document is segmented into pseudo-lines that are
segmented in turn into pseudo-words. A local classification step,
using a Gaussian kernel SVM, associates each pseudo-word into
handwritten or printed classes. This label is then propagated
in the pseudo-word’s neighborhood in order to recover from
classification errors. The proposed methodology has been tested
on a set of public real Arabic documents achieving a separation
rate of around 90%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The objective of the methodology proposed in this paper
is the processing of scanned documents in order to extract
handwritten information from the printed one. This separation
is a very important step in an automatic reading system. In
fact, such separation allows handling each text type with a
specialized recognition system: Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) for the printed text and Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR) for the handwritten text. Documents containing a
mixture of handwritten and printed text usually result from
annotating printed documents or filling forms, an example of
such documents is given in Figure 1. Basically, the separation
problem can be regarded as a segmentation task. The document
is firstly segmented into basic units approximating lines, words
or characters. Then, a classification method is applied to
associate each basic unit into one of the two text categories:
handwritten or printed.
The paper is organized as follows: A brief state of the art is
presented in section II. The proposed approach is detailed in
section III. Section IV gives some experiments performed on
public data-set and we conclude the paper in section V.
II. S TATE OF THE ART
Handwritten and printed text separation problem is an
active research area [4]. Classically, a separation system is
composed of three main sub-parts: segmentation into basic
units, classification of basic units, and label extension.

A. Segmentation
The segmentation method into basic units might differ
depending on the script language. For example, handwritten
and printed scripts are naturally separated into characters such
as in Chinese [5], Lampung [25] and Hangul [27][28] scripts.
Thus, segmentation into characters is sufficient to isolate
mono-script text units. The authors in [5] use a two level XY cut algorithm to segment the document into text lines, and
then into characters. Other language scripts, such as Latin and
Arabic, are naturally separated into words (in Latin scripts)
or piece of words (in Arabic scripts). Connected components
might be grouped together in order to form the document
basic units called pseudo-words [2], patches [10][11], or word
blocks [9]. Geometrical proximity (height regularity) is used
in [12][19] to merge connected components. Similarly, nearby
connected components with overlapping pixels are merged
together into one pseudo-word in [18]. The authors in [10][20]
propose to avoid static distance thresholds by defining optimal
word size dynamically for each document. They then apply
a pixel growing algorithm to group pixels into patches with
respect to the approximated word size. An Adaptive Run
Length Smoothing Algorithm (ARLSA) [24] is used in [9] to
obtain text lines. Then, a proximity criterion is estimated from
the line’s projection profile in order to merge close connected
components into the same pseudo-word. A morphological
closing by a 5 × 5 structuring element was used in [11] to
find the pseudo-word patches. The segmentation at the word
level is not necessary when text-lines are guaranteed to be
mono-script. Projection profiles [6], or a smearing algorithm
[7] are usually used in this context to estimate the inter-line
separation distance and thus segment the documents into text
lines.
B. Classification
Once the basic units are detected in the document, a
classification method is required to associate each basic unit
into the handwritten or the printed script. In most script
languages, machine printed text is characterized by its regularity. Whereas, the handwritten text is of a more stochastic
nature. In [6], three level structural descriptors are extracted

Fig. 1. Example of Arabic documents containing handwritten and printed scripts

from the Bangala and Devnagari scripts. These scripts are
principally characterized by a head-line upper connection. This
connection is less regular in handwritten text. A rule-based tree
classifier was employed to achieve the classification task. A
linear discriminant analysis was used in [7] to classify the
extracted text lines based on features extracted from their
upper and lower profiles. At the pseudo-words level, printed
pseudo-words are more regular in terms of pixel distribution
and connected component heights and alignment. The projection profile from observation windows was concatenated
in [19] to feed an independent Hidden Markov Model for
each script type. Da silva et al.[18] proposed a set of 11
features for each pseudo-word (structural features, projection
profiles, pixel distribution). The classification task was then
achieved by a rule based classifier. Another set of features was
extracted in [12]: Gabor filter, crossing count histogram and
bi-level co-occurrence. A Fisher classifier is then employed
to associate the pseudo-word to the handwritten or the printed
script. Fourier descriptors, Gabor filters, and Hu moments was
extracted in [21]. A separate k-NN classifier was trained for
each descriptor features, k-NN outputs were then combined
using a simple majority vote. In [11], the authors extracted
features at the pseudo-word and CCs levels. An alternative Kmeans classifier (called G-means) was used. The classification
task was modeled directly by conditional random fields in [10],
using a set of 23 features.

1

In this work, we use the pseudo-words as basic units since
they are more stable than characters and text lines. Text lines
are too global and may contain the two types of scripts. In
addition, characters might be ambiguous in some languages
between their handwritten and printed forms.
C. Label extension
The bottom up nature of the previous steps handicaps the
separation system in difficult situations. In fact, the separation
process is too easy for a human because he treats the incoming
information in a global way integrating the neighborhood
context. Neighborhood definition is not always an easy task.
In image segmentation problems [13], labeling is performed
at the pixel level. Though, an entity (pixel) neighborhood is
naturally defined by pixel connectivity (4, 8, or others). This
connectivity can be extended in the cases where the document
is segmented into adjacent regions in a layout extraction
problem [14]. The problem becomes more complex when the
document is segmented into logical entities (lines, words ...) as
it is the case in handwritten/printed text separation systems.
The use of contextual information is introduced to recover
from local classification errors. In this case, the contextual
neighborhood of a basic unit is extended in order to have a
more global decision. Label extension is only applicable on
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characters or pseudo-words. In the case of text lines, the same
label is already given to all the elements of the line.
Zheng et al. [12] proposed to only consider two horizontal
neighbors to model a printed pseudo-word, whereas handwritten pseudo-words are not modeled to favor printed label
propagation. A pseudo-word is considered as a neighbor of
another if it satisfies proximity and similarity constraints. A
convex hull distance is used in [11] to define the nearest 4
neighbors. The advantage of this distance is that it measures
spatial similarity of the pseudo-words in addition to their
spatial proximity. Neighbors number is increased to six in
[10]. Euclidean distance between gravity centers of the pseudo
words defines two vertical neighbors and four horizontal ones.
We can notice that most of these previous works mainly focus
on horizontal local neighbors of a pseudo-word.
The labels of pseudo-words belonging to the same neighborhood are then modified to be homogeneous. In [15][19],
the decision was achieved by a majority vote of the neighbors. A similarity condition was added in order to guarantee
the homogeneity of the ensemble. In [11][12], the optimal
label configuration of the pseudo-words was modeled by a
Markov Random Field (MRF). The MRF model measures the
classification confidence by means of a dependence function.
The similarity between the pseudo-word and its neighbors
was measured by a similarity function. An inference method
was required to propagate these two functions. This can
be achieved by Gibbs quantification as in [12] where the
performance was improved from 96.1% to 98.1%, or by a
belief propagation method as in [11] where the performance
is improved from 94.2% to 95.5%. The main drawback of
MRF models is their complexity. Indeed, an enumeration
of all labeling configurations is needed to find the optimal
one. It has been shown in [10] that discriminative models
were more efficient as the optimal labeling configuration can
be directly modeled by a Conditional Random Field (CRF).
An approximate comparison showed that using CRF model
improves system’s performance from 98.0% to 99.1%.

III. P ROPOSED APPROACH
We propose to segment the document into pseudo-lines and
pseudo-words based on the proximity and the similarity of
connected components. A multiclass SVM classifier is then
used to categorize the segmented pseudo-words. A variety of
methods is then explored for the label extension showing that
the local neighborhood is not sufficient and a more global
definition improves the global performance.
Firstly, we try to improve the document image quality by
applying some necessary preprocessing. Salt and Pepper noise
is eliminated by an adaptive k-fill algorithm [22], we propose
to estimate the k value of the algorithm by quantifying the
noise present in the image. We proceed then to correct the
document skew by applying the RAST algorithm [23]. Finally,
inappropriate connected components are discarded based on
geometrical criteria.

A. Segmentation into pseudo-words
We propose to extract document pseudo-words by applying
a two-level segmentation algorithm [2]. A proximity graph of
the connected components is first constructed. Each isolated
sub-graph is considered as a text pseudo-line. This step is
based on the assumption that the document skew is already
corrected and cannot handle multi-skew documents in which
case a more adapted algorithm is required [1][16][26]. Then,
an inter-word distance is dynamically estimated for each
detected pseudo-line. This distance is used to construct in-line
connected components graph. Similarly, isolated sub-graphs
are considered as the pseudo-words of the currently processed
pseudo-line.
B. Pseudo-word classification
A set of 11 groups of descriptors inspired from the state of
the art [12][15][18] is extracted for each pseudo-word:
1) Connected components structural descriptors (8).
2) Hu moments (7).
3) Vertical profile (1).
4) Horizontal profile (4).
5) Pixel distribution (1).
6) Mean line (8).
7) Run length (20).
8) Crossing count (10).
9) Vertical segments (2).
10) Bi-level Co-occurrence (1D texture) (16).
11) Bi-level 2 × 2-gram (2D texture) (60).
Thus, a total of 137 features characterizes the pseudo-word.
Afterwards, the classification task is achieved by an SVM (1vs.-all) [17]. The classifier associates each pseudo-word to one
of the classes handwritten (H), printed (P) with a confidence
f.
C. Label extension
Firstly, we investigated the use of local neighborhood of
pseudo-words.
a) k-NN: This first technique is based on grouping the k
nearest neighbors of a given pseudo-word as its neighborhood.
The label of the majority (over 50%) of the pseudo-words
is extended to the central unit. Furthermore, small pseudowords are not considered in order not to interfere with the label
extension. Indeed, the accumulated count of the neighborhood
pixels must be significant compared to the central unit.
b) Confidence propagation: Based on the horizontal nature of text-lines, we propose the use of the nearest horizontal
neighbor. However, the label of the neighbor is extended to the
pseudo-word only if its classification confidence is stronger
than that of the pseudo-word. The neighbor confidence is
weighted by its distance in order to reduce the effect of far
neighbors.
The main drawback of these two algorithms is the need to
a predefined distance threshold which is image resolution
dependent. Furthermore, their complexity is of O(n2 ) (where
n is the number of pseudo-words).

c) Pseudo-lines: A novel neighborhood definition based
on text pseudo-lines is proposed. In fact, a pseudo-line presents
a logical relationship between its pseudo-words. Even if
pseudo-lines are mixed and contains both scripts, a statistical
study on the training data-set showed that around 93% of
pseudo-lines contain a unique label. The label extension is thus
applied as follows. The dominant class is first defined by the
class the more present in the pseudo-line. In case of equality,
the dominant class is that with highest average classification
confidence of its pseudo-words. Let fi be the classification
confidence of the current pseudo-word, and hi its height. The
dominant class label is extended to a pseudo-word if it verifies
the following condition (fi < cf )or(|hi − HD | < d) where
0 ≤ cf ≤ 1 is the confidence threshold and d determines
the regularity degree. Thus, a label will be changed into the
dominant class label in one of the two following cases: 1) the
classification confidence is low (first term of the condition)
or 2) the pseudo-word has a similar height as the dominant
class in which case the classifier decision is ignored (the
second term). This later case is inspired from printed text
lines where most of the words have a height similar to the
height of the pseudo-line reflecting the regularity of the text
line. This hypothesis is less present for handwritten text. We
can notice from the algorithm 1 that the new method is less
complex than the previously proposed one for two reasons.
First, the complexity is of O(n). Second, differently from
the max distance threshold, the used thresholds cf and d are
image resolution independent. In fact, they reflect the label
extension freedom degree. In the case of the certainty factor
cf = 0, a total confidence is given to the classifier and its
decision is considered always true. On the other hand, cf = 1
indicates that the classifier decision is not considered. For
the experiments held in this paper, we have set cf = 0.9.
Similarly, a very small value of the regularity factor d indicates
that a high regularity is required. Thus, only pseudo-words
with the exact same height as the dominant class are changed.
In contrast, a higher value of d gives more freedom even
with heights highly different from the height of the dominant
class. An example of pseudo-word label extension based on
the pseudo-line neighborhood definition is given in Figure 2
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-line based relabeling
1: Input: List of pseudo-words L, Certainty factor cf , Regularity factor d
2: for each pseudo-line l ∈ L do
3:
CD ← dominant class in l
4:
HD ← median height of CD
5:
for each pseudo-word class w in l do
6:
if (fi < cf ) or (|hi − HD | < d then
7:
Assign the label CD to the current word w
8:
end if
9:
end for
10: end for

Fig. 2. Label extension based on pseudo-lines

IV. E XPERIMENTS
The whole system was evaluated using a public Arabic
documents data-set 1 . All documents are labeled at the pixel
level. A total of 108 documents were used to train the SVM
classifier and tune the system parameters, whereas another 25
documents were used as a test data-set. The separation system
is evaluated using two metrics. The rate at the pixel level which
is the ratio of pixels correctly labeled compared to the ground
truth images [8]:
pix rate =

#pixels correctly classif ied
#total of the class pixels

(1)

Another evaluation measurement is used in the literature
based on the rate of pseudo-words labeled correctly:
Pseudo-word rate=
#P seudo − words correctly classif ied
#total of pseudo − words

(2)

Our system has reached very competitive results compared
to those of the state of the art when applied to Latin script
separation [3]. Experiments held for this paper on the Arabic
documents data-set has shown very promising results. We can
notice from the Table I that all label extension methods allow
improving the pseudo-words separation rate. More specifically,
the pseudo-line based extension outperforms the other two
extension methods and allows reaching a very excellent rate
on the printed pseudo-words level (97.3%). It also improves
the handwritten pseudo-words separation rate from 63.9% to
81.6%.
V. C ONCLUSION
A handwritten printed text separation method for Arabic
documents has been proposed. A two level segmentation
process is employed to segment the document into basic units
(pseudo-words). It has been shown that local neighborhood
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TABLE I
O UR SEPARATION SYSTEM EVALUATED ON A PUBLIC A RABIC
DOCUMENTS DATA - SET

SVM
SVM + k-NN
SVM + Confidence propagation
SVM + Pseudo-line based extension

Pseudo-word rate
P%
H%
91.6
63.9
93.3
71.1
93.4
64.8
97.3
81.6

Pixels
P%
89.3
90.1
90.5
90.4

rate
H%
83.7
83.1
83.2
83.6

definition is not always sufficient to efficiently extend pseudoword classification decision. In consequence, a new neighborhood definition has been proposed in order to obtain more
global contextual information of the pseudo-words. Experiments have shown a significant improvement of the separation
process when extending the pseudo-word classification label.
An improved version of our system has been employed to the
task of handwritten printed text separation in Latin documents.
It achieves very results in a very competitive performances
compared to the state of the art. More specifically, a third
information layer (noise) is extracted improving the rappel of
the two other layers (handwritten and printed). Furthermore,
the segmentation method is adapted with the Latin script
nature. We think that applying similar adaptations based on
the Arabic script nature and introducing the noise information
layer will significantly improve the system performance on
Arabic documents.
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